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About the Foundation for National Parks & Wildlife
The Foundation for National Parks & Wildlife (FNPW) is a not-for-profit, non-government organisation,
established in 1970 with a mission to protect and safeguard Australia's habitats, species and cultural
heritage. FNPW collaborates with local project partners, working together to gain permanent
conservation and grow Australia's National Reserve System. FNPW does this in a range of ways
including supporting local projects, grants programs and delivering Backyard Buddies - a community
environmental education initiative facilitating better appreciation of Australia’s unique wildlife. In total
with our supporters, FNPW has raised $60 million for conservation of the Australian environment.
About this report
The Foundation for National Parks & Wildlife has developed this report as part of its project ‘Nurturing
private land conservation in New South Wales’, assisted by the New South Wales Government
through its Environmental Trust. The aims of this project are to understand the social value of private
land conservation, particularly FNPW’s 10-year private land conservation grants program, and to
promote the whole range of benefits of private land conservation so that more people continue to
become involved.
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Introduction
Conservation is essential for many ecological processes, biodiversity, and well-functioning
ecosystems – this has been known scientifically for a long time. As recognised
internationally through the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment and Sustainable
Development Goals, conservation is necessary for ecosystem services, which support
human well-being directly and indirectly.1 Public protected areas, including governmentowned nature reserves and national parks, play a critically important role in providing
conservation. However, as they only cover approximately 15.4% of the world’s land and
inland waters2, and less than 10% of Australia3, it is now clear that on their own, public
protected areas are inadequate to face the environmental challenges of our time.
Governments, conservationists, scientists and non-government organisations have begun
focussing on improving conservation throughout landscapes, based on developments in
knowledge about landscape-scale ecology and wildlife movement. Privately managed lands
offer an under-utilised avenue to achieve highly beneficial conservation gains and in turn
support healthy landscapes, involving new types of people in the conservation field.
In this context, the Foundation for National Parks & Wildlife (FNPW) is proud to have
supported landholders in its Private Land Conservation Grants program for the last 10 years.
As well as benefits for the environment, FNPW recognises that private land conservation can
offer social benefits for those who have agreed to provide conservation and for the wider
population. Developed by FNPW, this report summarises the latest advancements in the
private land conservation movement in Australia and across the world, agreement options
for landholders particularly in New South Wales, and research about the motivations for
landholders to participate further in conservation on their land. Conservation on private
lands, by private landholders working together with other experts, is one of the most
promising ways that we can reunite care for the environment with sustainable land
management practices.

A biodiverse South Coast
NSW property with a
voluntary conservation
agreement, supported by
FNPW.
Photo: David Gallan.
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Why pursue private land conservation?
Over the last twenty years, policies have increasingly recognised private land conservation
agreements as a tool to enhance the protected land network across the world.4 However,
with different agreement types offering a vast range of security, permanence and
accountability, privately protected areas are still a relatively unknown resource, often left out
of national reporting as their extent is not easily measured in combination.5 Despite the
diversity of types of private conservation agreements, there are several mutual and
compelling reasons for their expanding role in environmental protection.
For biodiversity, public lands are not enough on their own
While public reserves only cover a small percentage of the land, they also lack ecological
representativeness. In Australia, land that was seen as most productive has been used
commercially, mainly through cropping and pastoralism. Until the mid-1990s, public
protected areas were typically created from the unproductive ‘leftovers’.6 Otherwise, national
parks were often selected “more by the aesthetic love of grandeur and beauty than by
ecological knowledge or criteria”.7 This means that many important ecological communities
only exist within privately owned lands. Mechanisms which support landholders to provide
protection for these areas are therefore very beneficial for biodiversity richness as a whole.
Private lands are needed to connect landscapes on a large scale
Conservation initiatives are now frequently recognising that connectivity is an essential
concept. Large-scale connectivity conservation helps to maintain hydro-ecological
processes, species interactions, and opportunities for wildlife to move as precipitation and
temperature gradients change over time – a critical factor, considering the increasing impact
of climate change.8 Because national parks are often isolated ‘islands’ fragmented across
landscapes, networks of adjacent private lands can provide wildlife corridors, buffers and
linkages for better connection and range.9
The concept of connectivity is not only about linking together conservation areas for wildlife;
“connectivity conservation initiatives help re-connect people to each other and to the land”.10
Conservation connectivity facilitates more social cohesion, partnerships and collaboration
between people in landscapes, who may not necessarily have the same interests but can
hold a shared vision.
Private landholders have an important role to play
Private land conservation empowers new groups of stakeholders. Outside of public areas,
indigenous groups and local community groups have been significantly instrumental in
protecting land. For the purposes of classification, private land conservation particularly
recognises the efforts of other land owners, with the International Union for Conservation of
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Nature (IUCN) focussing on individuals, not-for-profit and charitable trusts, religious groups,
ecotourism companies and large corporations, among other institutions.11 The IUCN have
found that, although their properties may be small, “the sheer number of people involved and
different practices evolving in development of [privately protected areas] is clearly increasing
rapidly”12. This enhances the conservation movement overall, aided by growing awareness
of environmental issues.
For conservation, private landholders “offer more than extra hectares”13. Individuals’ efforts
contribute to greater conservation and to shifting social attitudes about the environment. The
Australian Landcare movement offers a striking example of this. Additionally, the bottom-up
approach of private land conservation is appropriate for other trends in decentralised
governance through the momentum of grassroots organisations.
Conservation on private lands can circumnavigate challenges for public lands
It is impossible for governmental and other organisations to purchase all land for
conservation, and neither is it necessarily desirable. Indeed, an increase in governments’
activities in private land conservation represents “an admission from government that it
cannot and should not try to achieve conservation objectives without the help of the larger
society”.14 Especially in a time when public funds or management capacity may not be as
readily available for more conservation areas, private landholders could be able to quickly
convert selected lands into protected areas as required. Given that the expansion or
management of publicly protected areas continue to suffer from resistance because of
certain local communities’ lack of trust in government, private conservation agreements offer
an environmentally beneficial way forward.
Challenges for private land conservation
The arguments for conservation on private lands do not mean that it is a substitute of
conservation on public lands; a complementary mix of conservation mechanisms works best
in different scenarios. Indeed, there are some potential disadvantages to private land
conservation. These include a lack of clarity in management processes, limited ability or
knowledge of landholders to carry out conservation works, and temporality, where term
agreements may be more acceptable for landholders than ones made in perpetuity, and
where future owners are uninterested in continuing the conservation efforts. Whereas
national parks have secure legal status and consistent management, there is a much greater
variety of permanence for private conservation mechanisms, some relatively fixed and
others basically voluntary; necessitating security risks intimidating some landholders who
often prefer to retain autonomy of management.15 In Australia, this leaves certain privately
managed conservation areas vulnerable, as private owners do not have control over the
mineral rights at their properties even if an agreement with the government is in place.16
These risks can be minimised through appropriate design and application of a mix of
protection mechanisms.
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Case studies: innovations in Australia and across the world
International examples
Cases of innovative private land conservation initiatives can be found all over the world, from
individual property level, to local community efforts, regional endeavours, national schemes
and even international collaborations. The International Land Conservation Network17
provides a way for people from these various initiatives to learn from each other. This is a
dynamic and increasingly important strategy for conservation globally, for example:






The United States of America is focussing on conservation through land trusts which
are growing remarkably quickly, with approximately 23.5 million hectares of its land
privately protected through land trusts (twice the area of its national parks). 18
A joint Canada-US initiative, the Yellowstone to Yukon, is a not-for-profit partnership
ensuring conservation through landholders providing ecological connectivity across
the region, facilitating grizzly bear movement.19
New Zealand intends to have zero feral animals in the country by 2050, an ambitious
plan collaborating with private landholders because their involvement is essential for
the plan to work.20

Large-scale conservation initiatives for private lands in Australia
Connectivity has been a particular focus for recent conservation action for the National
Reserve System in Australia.21 This has resulted in several innovative cross-tenure initiatives
for a range of ecological priorities, depicted in Figure 1, which provide significant
contributions to country-wide coverage.
These conservation projects are clearly of a large scale, taking place in areas with multiple
tenures including productive and privately managed lands. For example, the Great Eastern
Ranges (GER) initiative stretches over 3600 kilometres from south Victoria, through New
South Wales and up to north Queensland – reflecting a big picture mentality. This scale has
a scientific basis, being especially beneficial for ecological adaptions to climate change and
other large-scale processes, such as bird migrations.22 As such a large scale can be
challenging for governance, communication and coordination,23 the GER operates through a
principle of subsidiarity, where ten smaller, regional-based links are pieced together to form
the entire corridor. This helps to ensure that local ownership over the conservation works
remains and relevant partnerships are made, reaching more socially connected participants
and communities. Beginning in 2007 with funding from the NSW government, the GER
initiative has experienced several phases of expansion and transition.24 One ongoing issue
for the GER is the overall lack of conservation areas. It now faces a period of uncertainty
and regional linkages are finding new ways to continue into the future.
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Figure 1: Large-scale connectivity conservation areas in Australia.25 These include the TransAustralia Ecolink Corridor, Kimberley Corridor, Northern Australia Tropical Savannah Lands
Corridor, Great Eastern Ranges Connectivity Corridor, Mallee Corridor, Biolinks Corridors,
Habitat 141° Corridor, Nature Links of South Australia, and Gondwana Link.

One successful regional section within the GER initiative, the Kanangra-Boyd to Wyangala
link (the “K2W”), focusses on a whole-of-landscape approach. This includes creating
connected areas of bush regeneration (through weed management and revegetation),
managing threats (through monitoring and targeted trapping/baiting), raising awareness and
education (with citizen science and schools programs), and ‘Glideways’ to facilitate squirrel
glider movement across the landscape.26 The Foundation for National Parks & Wildlife
supports programs within the K2W.
The Australian Landcare movement
The Australian Landcare movement is another approach to large-scale conservation and
sustainable privately-held land management. While some small community and farming
groups in Victoria were beginning to explore the first steps to unite landholders for
cooperative land conservation, the great dust storm of 1983 descended upon Melbourne,
shocking urban dwellers and awakening their awareness of the country’s environmental
issues.27 This newfound urban momentum and the unlikely but compelling alliance of
farmers and ‘greenies’ laid the foundations for Landcare becoming a major long-lasting
national initiative. It is unique in its grassroots, community-based approach to natural
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resource management being linked to tiers of government institutions, characterising it as a
hybrid of a social movement and government program.28
Landcare has significantly changed over time. In the 1980s it was initially focussed on the
shared benefits of community self-reliance – “landholders working in their own local social
group to solve their own local land conservation problems in their own way”.29 Coinciding
with major funding changes in the 1990s, there has been a noticeable shift towards a
neoliberal and managerialist approach30 which is more interested in “instrumentalising
communities… as on-ground implementation agents of [natural resource management]
strategies endorsed at higher levels”.31 Although Landcare lives on and receives some
federal funding, a shift of emphasis to governance and delivery of funding through regional
bodies (Local Land Services in NSW) means that it is no longer the ‘golden era’ of
Landcare.32 Some argue that this efficiency has come at a cost to community, where
landholders are now more like private clients of the system.33
Despite this shift and various challenges (including volunteer and leader retention, minimal
ability to shape policies and its ‘budgetary shackles’), Landcare has a proven record of costeffective success, improving land management practices and the environmental condition of
degraded areas through the promotion of sustainable attitudes and enhancement of
adaptive capacity.34 Particularly through farm visits, workshops, trials and meetings,
Landcare is an example of the integrated environmental and production benefits of
conservation practices on private lands. Landcare also operates as a social phenomenon
and, while the social capital does not necessarily result in widespread conservation within
farming (if groups are resistant to change the status quo), with influential individuals and a
strong culture of collaboration, it can “lead to rapid progress and significant action for the
common good.”35
Localised Australian case studies
Fish River Station in the Northern Territory is an innovative example of privately owned land
for conservation.36 As 180 000 hectares of savannah woodland, rainforests and floodplains,
the land had only been lightly grazed and is highly ecologically valuable. In 2010, the
property was purchased by The Nature Conservancy through the support of the Australian
Government’s Caring for our Country program, Pew Environment Group partners of the Wild
Australia Program, and Greening Australia. It was then ‘handed back’ to indigenous owners
of the Indigenous Land Corporation – a first for an environmental organisation in Australia.
Fish River Station now employs indigenous rangers for healthy country (conservation)
management, combining biodiversity outcomes with sustainable livelihoods for traditional
owners.
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On a group of five properties in the Wimmera region of Victoria, Landcare Australia and
Kowree Farm Tree Group Inc. manage an innovative conservation reserve through a
program run by Bank Australia.37 These properties were purchased by Bank Australia’s
customers for conservation purposes, providing habitat protection, restoration, and social
benefits through participatory education activities. This is an example of corporate
landholders working with communities in the conservation field.

Private land protection mechanisms in New South Wales
For conservation, the National Reserve System has been a focus of the Australian
government over the past 20 years, with a particular interest in filling in the ecological gaps
of public protected areas.38 Indeed, the government has played an important role in
encouraging private land conservation, with conservation protection mechanisms being a
key part of the private land strategy. Conservation mechanisms on private land are a
voluntary agreement usually made between landholders and a governing organisation,
varying in different jurisdictions.
Generally, it is more legally difficult to put a conservation protection mechanism on leasehold
land – which makes up most of inland Australia – so conservation agreements are more
common on freehold properties in eastern and southern Australia, including Tasmania.39 In
New South Wales, the OEH calculated that over 2 million hectares of private land in NSW
was managed for conservation through conservation agreements and wildlife refuges in
2015.40 However the overall figure would be even higher as there are other types of
mechanisms available in NSW, with varying levels of legal binding (see table 1). The
Community Environment Network reports that of the 122 601 hectares protected by Land for
Wildlife members in 2016, the area under rehabilitation has risen most significantly (now
13% of the total area) with negligible external input, showing an important contribution of
voluntary sustainable land management.41

Wildlife Refuge in northern NSW managed by
landholders Peter and Jill Madden, with FNPW
Projects Committee member Margo Pickworth
visiting.
Photo: Peter Madden.
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Table 1: Current agreement types in New South Wales, including pre-existing agreements that
continue to be in place but are no longer available.

Organisation

Office of
Environment
and Heritage

Nature
Conservation
Trust
Local Land
Services

Humane
Society
International

Community
Environment
Network &
Office of
Environment
and Heritage

Conservation
mechanism
Conservation
Agreement

Details

Highest level of protection currently available through the
NSW government. The agreement is legally placed on the
title of the property, meaning that if ownership is transferred
then the agreement remains in place. Some tax and rates
exemptions may be available.42
Wildlife Refuge An agreement where a property management plan is
prepared for part or all of a property nominated by the
landholder. This agreement has more flexibility than a
conservation agreement and, while legally binding, can be
changed or terminated by the landholder.43
BioBanking
Agreements which are made to protect biodiversity on a
property usually in perpetuity, thereby ‘offsetting’ the
impacts of development on other sites. Landholders may
be required to improve biodiversity values on their property.
They may also be eligible to receiving funding through
‘biodiversity credits’ to carry out the management of the
land under the agreement.44
Registered
Pre-existing agreements (time-based and in-perpetuity)
Property
remain in place but the program has been discontinued
Agreement
since 2005.
Trust
Legally binding agreements protecting high value land that
Agreement
may be under threat, with potential support offered to
landholders supplied through third parties.45
Conservation
Voluntary agreements to protect native habitat helping
Property
landholders to build relationships with Local Land Services,
Vegetation
which can be registered on title and can be in perpetuity.
Plan
Incentive
Developed with Local Land Services, these agreements
Property
can facilitate the provision of advice and financial
Vegetation
assistance for the management of native vegetation.
Plan
Wildlife Land
A non-legally binding agreement option with a nonTrust
government organisation. This allows the property’s status
to be recognised within the national and international
network of privately protected land, with advice and
communication channels available for members.46
Land for
A non-legally binding option for landholders – it does not
Wildlife
change the legal status of a property. Members receive
advice and information about managing land for wildlife
habitat, connections with like-minded people, and
opportunities for further education activities, including a
free property visit.47

42
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45 https://www.nct.org.au/our-land/what-we-do/covenants/
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Private land conservation in New South Wales will soon change due to recent legislative
developments. Passed on 17 November 2016, the introduction of the Biodiversity
Conservation Act (2016) replaces the Threatened Species Act (1995), the Nature
Conservation Trust Act (2001), the Native Vegetation Act (2003) and parts of the National
Parks & Wildlife Act (1974). With the new legislation comes new tiers of agreements,
reducing the number of options for landholders (see table 2), although non-governmental
agreements (Wildlife Land Trust and Land for Wildlife) will continue to operate. It is
anticipated that many existing agreements will remain in place or recognised under the new
scheme, but in some instances landholders will be able to convert their agreements to a
higher tier. The timeline for this transition is projected to take place on 25 August 2017.
Table 2: Future options for conservation protection agreements with the NSW government.48

New agreements with
the Biodiversity
Conservation Trust
Tier 1 – Biodiversity
stewardship agreements

Tier 2 – Conservation
agreements

Tier 3 – Wildlife Refuge
agreements

Details

Replacing

Permanent agreements are that
protect and manage biodiversity
and have the opportunity of
receiving stewardship payments.
These agreements will be used as
biodiversity credits in the NSW
Biodiversity Offsets Scheme (that
is, used to offset development
impacts).
Permanent or time-bound
agreements typically used for high
conservation lands with
biodiversity management actions.

-BioBanking agreements

Entry-level agreements for
landholders who do not wish to
have a permanent agreement but
still want to protect biodiversity on
their land. These agreements are
not binding to future landholders
and can be terminated at any time.

-Conservation
Agreements
-Trust Agreements
-Conservation Property
Vegetation Plans
-Incentive Property
Vegetation Plans
-Registered Property
Agreements
-Wildlife Refuges

One major change is that the Nature Conservation Trust will be transitioned into a new entity
called the Biodiversity Conservation Trust, remaining not-for-profit but becoming
representative of the Crown. This transition will also bring the management of biodiversity
offsets and conservation agreements under the same body, which consolidates coordination
and communication but can be seen as controversial.49 As the legislative environment
continues to evolve, so too must landholders and conservation organisations.

48
49

Adapted from NSW Government (2016)
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Private land conservation supported by the Foundation for National
Parks & Wildlife
2017 marks the tenth year of FNPW’s grants program to support conservation projects by
landholders who have an established conservation protection mechanism in New South
Wales. The total amount of funds committed to private land conservation is projected to
exceed $2 million, to over 400 successful grantees.
Beginning in 2008, the Private Land Conservation Grants program was the first partnership
of its kind in Australia. From its outset, the grants program was a collaboration between
funding partners with a shared vision (see timeline), administered by FNPW. The overall
objectives of the program were to build landholders capacity for conservation management,
enhance the knowledge base for conservation property management, encourage more
landholders to get involved in conservation, and raise awareness about conservation
protection mechanisms in general. As the grants program is a competitive process and the
demand continues to exceed the available funding, representatives from each of the
program partners aid in the assessment of applications. This ensures that the most
appropriate and well-planned projects are funded, with annual reporting a requirement so
that the funds are used accountably.

Figure 2: Timeline of the Private Land Conservation grants program administered by the
Foundation for National Parks & Wildlife, 2008-2017.
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The PLC Grants program has grown significantly over time (see table 3), and the program
has continued to reach new covenant holders each year. With grants being 1-3 years in
length, the total number of funded projects each year are even larger. A range of
conservation activities are eligible for grants, such as bush regeneration, nesting boxes,
conservation fencing, ecological fire management, and activities supporting the recovery of
threatened species, populations and ecological communities. However, the majority of
applications (more than 80% in several years) were for weed management and eradication.
The supported projects have been able to help achieve significant environmental goals –
between 2012-2015 and among other activities, treating over 1000 hectares for bush
regeneration, planting over 8000 plants, establishing over 8400m in conservation fencing,
installing 185 nest boxes, and holding 24 education projects for over 1100 attendees, with
committed funds doubled by volunteer in-kind work, totalling over 25 000 hours on the
conservation projects. While the conservation knowledge and/or physical ability of
landholders can be a barrier to the success of private land conservation, FNPW’s grants
program allows for landholders to pay for professional bush regenerators to carry out the
work and even learn from them in the process.
Table 3: Total amounts of successful grantees and committed funds from 2008-2017.

Year

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Total

Total number of
successful
grantees
17
21
25
29
72
54
49
51
63
TBC
381

Total amount of
committed funds
$30 000
$46 406
$71 255
$95 441
$374 583
$314 530
$315 649
$345 597
$375 444
TBC
$1 968 905

One limitation of private land conservation is that it can be temporary, with conservation
gains lost upon the transfer of ownership to less environmentally-minded landholders. FNPW
provides an opportunity for forward-thinking landholders to halt this shift by being the only
organisation in Australia set up to accept suitable bequests of land to grow National Parks.
Through bequests and donations, FNPW has facilitated the addition of over 600 000
hectares to the National Reserve System. For example, John and Shirley Sarks generously
donated their 137-hectare Yellow Rock property which has been added to the Yellomundee
Regional Park, expanding it by 25% and enhancing its significant cultural and ecological
value.50

50
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In 2016, grants recipients were asked to provide their views about why they participate in the
grants program and what more they think could be done to support private land conservation
in NSW. Of the 63 open-ended responses, a range of motivations and benefits were
described, with several people mentioning multiple reasons (100 reasons coded in total).
When asked about the benefits of private land conservation and why they are involved, the
most frequently stated reason (27 responses) was that they are involved to contribute to
connectivity on a landscape-scale or to provide better conservation outcomes than on public
lands alone. For example:
“Land conservation activities need to take a landscape scale approach, irrespective
of whether the land is privately or publicly owned, to ensure the best outcome for the
species and communities present.”
“… we have a responsibility to act as a buffer zone between [a national park] and
local grazing land …”
Protecting the environment was also a strong motivator, for biodiversity and native species
(15 responses), for longevity and future generations (7 responses), for personal experiences
of its beauty (5 responses), and for its cultural significance (1 response). Examples of such
statements include:
“Native flora and fauna are able to live in harmony with the community.”
“The long-term conservation on native species will only happen if private landholders
are involved. We own a property with good native vegetation and numerous animals,
including a number of threatened species. We want them to be here forever.”
“Looking after a landscape that is so beautiful that it deserves to be protected for its
natural attributes … Such an activity I find life-affirming.”
“The private land conservation has created a signature legacy for my forbearers,
myself, and many generations to come.”
Another common motivation was about the desire for improvements to the land or
management practices. This includes improving local natural resources for sustainability (7
responses) and improving farming (3 responses). For example:
“This conservation area improves riparian habitat and water quality … and provides
ecosystem services to adjoining farmland and contributes to this being a sustainable
farm.”
“Broadly speaking, enhancing natural resource management outcomes, through
activities such as ecological restoration in privately held landscapes is truly beneficial
for the Australian environment, landholders, conservationists and the wider
community alike.”
“In the case of weed and feral animal control, it has the advantage of increasing
productivity of the land and protecting surrounding properties and bushland form the
invasive pests.”
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Similarly, several respondents mentioned that they were personally motivated to see the
land improve over time (9 responses):
“I have enjoyed the thrill of witnessing an abundance of natural regeneration from
removal of invasive weeds…”
“I have seen firsthand what the earth and nature can do to restore its self as it is
needed … I have seen the stark comparison of adjoining farm land, desolate and fire
ravaged, to ours thriving and nourished … To see this, to continue to see this and
care and nurture for the land as it should be is why I am involved.”
Particularly for conservation by private landholders, several motivations included the value of
having landholders involved in the activities themselves. This is because it enables
landholders to take better care of the land (6 responses), because landholders are seen to
be appropriate managers of conservation on their properties (6 responses), and because it
enhances the awareness, education and appreciation of conservation in general (7
responses). Examples include:
“It gives an opportunity for people to look into what individuals or small groups can
complete for the benefit of so many.”
“Private land owners take a long term and very intense interest in their land - they live
with the land and take a totally personal interest in caring for it on a 24/7 basis.”
“Increasing community participation in conservation and raising awareness of
conservation and threats to biodiversity ...”
Several people (5 responses) also mentioned that financial support was also a key reason
for their involvement. This includes support through rate relief, funding from covenanting
organisations or from grants, giving people the ability to carry out projects they could not
otherwise do. As an example:
“Being able to access finances to augment and support existing conservation efforts
and develop new projects is a wonderful motivation and validation, which greatly
encourages the improvement of sustainable land management.”
Finally, there were two responses that specifically mentioned social connections as a reason
for being involved, “contacts and friendships built during workshop days” and “establishing
relationships with other agencies in environmental protection”. While conservation programs
are often targeted towards pro-environmental motivations, there are potentially great social
rewards for participants that could be better recognised. To delve into this further, FNPW is
conducting research to find out more about the social benefits and limitations of private land
conservation in particular. This should help organisations involved in private land
conservation encourage alternative motivations and remove identified barriers where
possible.
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Where to next for private land conservation?
While there are invigorating examples of private land conservation initiatives, governments
and organisations can help to facilitate this movement further. Globally, privately managed
conservation remains difficult to measure and left uncounted. A greater focus on national
reporting will help to provide better recognition and a bigger picture of the overall strength of
these efforts.51 Conservation on private land needs to be tailored, relevant for the ecological
concerns of the region and as well as different approaches for different types of landholders.
This includes ensuring that there are a range of options available for landholders with
varying levels of commitment. Place-specific initiatives can have important environmental,
social and economic outcomes.52 Connectivity approaches enable a fresh, shared vision for
whole landscapes, and the potential to change from business-as-usual land uses.53
As such, private land conservation should be promoted in more ways than simply
environmental benefits.54 Some landholders may be more influenced by other motivations
and beliefs, and to involve more people would have a greater overall impact, particularly
people who use land for production as they typically have larger properties with high
ecological value. Showing how participation in conservation can generate compatible
benefits publicly for the community and privately for the landholders is a good opportunity to
expand the network, even though the inclusion of ‘used’ landscapes increases complexity.55
Grants and incentive programs can encourage landholders to desire to protect native or
endangered species on their land, rather than seeing them as a threat to their usual land
management practices.56
To generate long-term and financially stable support for private land conservation programs,
strengthened partnerships are required. Governmental support for suitable frameworks is
essential, while other sources of funding, including corporate and philanthropic supporters,
can play a big role in providing resources and continuity for large-scale initiatives. Such
programs require a professional standard as much as public initiatives, including
consultations, oversight, monitoring and analytical reviews.57 With stronger governance
standards comes the need to integrate the demands of both local communities and
conservation for the national interest.58
Working with its partners, the Foundation for National Parks & Wildlife recognises and
encourages these values for the continued expansion of private land conservation in
Australia. While this is a time of transition for NSW legislation and funding, such changes
can create new opportunities to support landholders in innovative ways. We aim to continue
to work with private landholders to help to realise their collaborative conservation visions,
reach out to more landholders (including absentees), and act as an accomplished interface
between a range of government, non-government, corporate and individual stakeholders
working on the same overall goal for supported and connected private land conservation.
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